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Is There a Disconnection Between Higher Education  

Research, Practice, and Policy Making? 

Research, practice, and policy play an important role in higher education.  These three 

areas are particularly important because they influence students, faculty, and administrators.  As 

a result, the quality of work that originates from these three areas contributes to the adequate and 

innovative functioning of higher education institutions.  In this section of the research paper, we 

will present an analysis of current and relevant literature that discusses the disconnection 

between research, practice, and policy making in higher education.  We begin by analyzing the 

existent relationship between these three areas.  From our findings, we suggest that the way these 

three areas interpret each other’s work are not the most appropriate to yield success.  We also 

present information on the different agendas that researchers, practitioners, and policy adopt and 

how this affects their performance, as well as their contribution to the field of higher education.  

In the final part of this section, we discuss and critique the communication that occurs between 

researchers, practitioners, and policy makers.  One factor that adds breadth to this section is that 

we incorporate studies and examples from various countries that also experience, to some 

degree, a disconnection between higher education research, and policy making.  

Relationship 

Accordingly to Philip Altbach (1998), there is a lack of a meeting ground for researchers, 

practitioners, and policymakers.  Articles tend not be crafted in a way research results seem to 

have to relevance for practitioners, policymakers tend not to look for current empirical findings, 

and institutional leaders usually do not find  in research ready to use tools to solve problems and 

improve their practice. 
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The relationship that researchers and policy makers experience is unique and the way 

they interpret each other’s work is worth analyzing too.  Hulme and Hulme (2009) mention ―The 

relationship between research and (better) policy and practice is far from direct‖ (p. 157).  

Coffield et al. (2007) suggest that this relationship breakdown originates from the long journey 

that national policy takes as it goes down the various levels of government.  Thus, research, 

policy, and practice do not see themselves unified (p.736).  Unfortunately, when two units do not 

establish a healthy relationship in the workplace, the plans, projects, and initiatives have a 

limited chance of turning into success.  For example, in one of the studies we found that 

researchers perceive that the distribution of rewards is not synchronous within profession wide 

values (Leslie, 2002, p.69). Instead, researchers feel that their work is not being recognized 

appropriately and used as an alternative source of information.  Consequently, this creates 

animosity from researchers toward policy makers.  Moreover, the economization of higher 

education has taken over to the point that political advocacy and policy presentation do not serve 

their purpose anymore (Hulme & Hulme, 2009, p.153).  Researchers do not seem to agree with 

the economization trends or the position that policy makers and practitioners take on this matter.  

The examples that follow will help us understand why.  

Another aspect of the relationship between researchers and policy makers is how 

researchers perceive policy makers’ work.  For example, Metcalfe and Fenwick (2008) point out 

that innovation is not well defined by policy makers mainly because ―newer and better‖ practices 

as well as ―best practices‖ are many times opposed by funding agencies (p. 222).  Although 

policy makers are not funding agencies, the existent policies in higher education allow this to 

happen. More on this will be explained in a subsequent section of this paper titled ―agendas‖. 

Since the researchers dislike the environment, their attitude in the job will not be optimal to 
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produce quality knowledge innovation.  Hulme and Hulme (2009) add to this by writing that the 

researchers’ work is sometimes perceived as only alternative evidence by the policy community 

(p.159). Needless to say, researchers have good reasons to despise this type of treatment, 

especially if it is affecting their long-term career such as tenure opportunities.  A phenomenon 

that currently exists in the landscape of higher education is the fact that students are perceiving 

colleges as companies that provide a service. In fact,  Saunders (2010) provides an interesting 

view, 

 This applies to everything in their lives – from personal relationships, to 

educational and professional decisions, to determining how leisure time will be 

spent; individuals always acting in ways to enhance their human capital. This 

logic is embedded in phrases such as ―I don’t buy it‖ referring to not believing a 

statement is true, ―what’s the deal with that‖ referring to questioning what is 

occurring with a specific situation, ―stakeholders‖ referring to social groups, 

―buying into‖ policies or changes in order for them to be successful, and 

―investing‖ in relationships or activities that require time and energy (p.48).  

We defend the idea that higher education should serve as a place to develop individuals 

into better human beings and contributors to society.  One of the problems with students seeing 

higher education as a business is that students lose the essence of higher education and the true 

benefits it has to offer.  Unfortunately, since students are a major part of institutional success, 

researchers, practitioners, and policy makers seem to be obliged to follow this trend and fall into 

the ―business of higher education‖ trap.  Thus, the relationship between students, researchers, 

practitioners, and policy makers adopts a new meaning and creates yet another disconnect, this 
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time from reality. Next, we will expose the role that practitioners play in their relationship with 

policy makers and researchers.  

A quote by Slavin (as cited in Hulme & Hulme, 2009) that encapsulates the idea of this 

next topic is the following, ―throughout the history of education, the adoption of instructional 

programs and practices has been driven more by ideology, faddism, politics and marketing than 

by evidence‖ (p. 156). Practitioners argue that policy makers need to use current research to 

improve the effectiveness in education (Hulme & Hulme, 2009, p.164).  Unfortunately, Metcalfe 

and Fenwick (2008) states that the approach of ―what works‖ is preferred by policy makers and 

by using this perspective, policy makers assume that because the policy worked in the past it will 

work in the future (p.220).  Since education practitioners are aware of what happens in day to 

day education operations, they do not appreciate the lack of flexibility that new policy brings to 

the table. In addition, since practitioners are not researchers, the feedback they provide to policy 

makers is not as influential.  One of the big arguments in this relationship is that policy makers 

and practitioners cannot operate in isolation and that policies need to be flexible to accommodate 

the needs of schools, families, and students (Implications, 2008).  

As portrayed in the previous examples, the relationship between research and policy is 

important. The transformation of higher education needs to occur, as much as possible, in a 

synchronized manner with the various parts working in agreement.  The vision for higher 

education cannot be just local or national. Instead, it needs to be proactively planned in a global 

context in order to leverage current internationalization trends (Jesiek, Borrego, & Bedoes, 2010, 

p.117).  In the other hand, policy should be no other thing that the self-imposed rules organized 

society constantly reshapes in order to improve itself, and it depends on current dominating 

views in policymakers.  Kezar (2004) highlights the shifting of higher education social contract 
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from the good of society as a whole to neoliberal mercantilist views. Tensions among both 

perspectives are pervasive and the need to redefine the role of academic institutions is 

emphasized by shrinking budgets and demands for accountability. 

In his ASHE presidential Address, Patrick Terenzini (1996) reminded that research in 

higher education is performed as if it were a social discipline, a field of study in itself; rather, 

higher education is a multidisciplinary applied field that somehow has lost its roots and has 

become a scholarship or discovery, in Boyer’s conceptualization (1990), ―the pursuit of 

knowledge for its own sake‖ (Terenzini, 1996, pp. 6-7). Almost fifteen years from his remarks 

this is still valid, Boyer’s different scholarships constitute manifestations of a whole and 

considering them separate is ignoring the multidimensionality of higher education: discovery, 

application, integration and teaching. Terenzini recommends to (a) acknowledge the 

multidisciplinary applied nature of higher education, (b) think again the motivation and purpose 

of doing research and writing about it, (c) reconsider the different addressees of our papers, and 

(d) review our graduate programs to foster administrators and researchers ―who also serve as 

powerful socializing agents‖ (p.11). 

Agendas 

In this section, we will discuss the various agendas that are adopted by researchers, 

practitioners, and policy makers and we will argue that adopting agendas might not be beneficial 

for higher education.  

In a recent article, Saunders (2010) suggests the concept of a new neoliberal university, 

What is new to the neoliberal university is the scope and extent of these profit-

driven, corporate ends, as well as how many students, faculty, administrators, and 

policy makers explicitly support and embrace these capitalistic goals and 
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priorities. The following sections will outline changes to the funding, finances, 

and priorities of higher education institutions, shifts in the decision-making 

processes and systems of shared governance of colleges and universities, 

alterations in faculty composition, roles and priorities, and changes in students 

goals, motivations, and identities within their institutions (p.55). 

Saunders argues that one way or another many universities in the US are becoming neoliberal 

universities focusing their efforts with corporate agendas. The problem with this approach is that 

education productivity can be measured and quantified many different ways, unlike a corporation 

where the bottom line is currency. Therefore, adapting capitalistic practices to higher education 

might not be the best answer to education productivity. Metcalfe and Fenwick (2008) write that 

in Canada there is a similar sentiment. The combination of a human capital approach and 

creating innovative knowledge tend to contradict each other (p.211). Another example of agenda 

driven practices in higher education is what has recently been happening in England. ―Effective‖ 

education policy is produced by multiple research centers and international organizations and 

their main objective is to minimize risk and increase efficiency (Hulme & Hulme, 2009). Many 

times, the policy does not benefit researchers or practitioners but since the economic gain 

supersedes the educational gain, policy makers tend to favor the economic gain and status quo.   

 However, there is a place for higher education corporatism in the twenty-first century, 

and therein lies the dilemma. Leske (2009) describes the current challenges facing higher 

education, 

A scan of the external environment reveals some of the ―gathering storm clouds,‖ the 

climatic conditions producing this perfect storm: 
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• A larger and more diverse student body that attends college in more chaotic 

ways. 

• The new needs of the twenty-first-century workplace. 

• The rapidly changing information age. 

• The parallel universe of for-profit and corporate-based educational providers. 

• Increasing competition for public resources. 

• A stricter regulatory environment at all levels of government (p. 28). 

The role of higher education in the larger society has changed. Today’s universities must 

serve all students, not just those from the upper class. Unfortunately, higher education as a whole 

is still slow to respond to these changing needs (Leske, 2009, p. 28). 

In order to meet the needs of the rapidly changing demographics of today’s college 

student, institutions must adapt their product, a college education, and how it is delivered to the 

end users, the students. The academy must increasingly rely on effective assessment of its 

teaching efforts and whether these efforts contribute to the institutional mission.  

That will mean coming together as one body and linking the curriculum in ways that 

remove some of the independence that faculty have traditionally enjoyed. No longer will a 

professor be able to disregard what is taught in other courses and focus solely on their respective 

area of expertise. The college classroom must become connected to all other classrooms on 

campus. Each subject taught at an institution must somehow align with the others and ensure that 

the institutional academic mission is achieved (Leske, 2009, p. 30-32). 

This also will mean responding to what is needed in today’s world economy. The flat 

world of the twenty-first century presents an environment that does not necessarily favor 

specialization. Many are now recognizing that a strong liberal arts education may be the best way 
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to prepare students for a future where problem solving skills are paramount. ―A clear majority of 

business leaders want colleges to place more emphasis on the skills and areas of knowledge that 

are cultivated through a liberal education (Humphreys, 2009, p. 18).‖ 

 

Researchers in higher education also tend to adopt an agenda. Typically, educational 

research focuses more on outcomes rather than on theory (Implications, 2008). Researchers tend 

to focus on publishing articles in order to earn tenure rather than make a significant impact in the 

field of higher education. In addition, regulation that examines tenure has been mainly 

procedural rather than substantive (Leslie, 2002, p.54). As a result, researchers have continued to 

publish intensively in order to advance their careers not necessarily producing the best research 

possible. We are not arguing that the amount of research is inappropriate, but if the motivation 

behind it is simply economic or career-driven, true knowledge innovation suffers. The 

presidential address in the Association for the study of Higher Education (ASHE) 2009 

Conference, highlighted the need for scholars to consider the publication process as one of 

sharing one’s work and not the center of one’s work. Paraphrasing Dr. Jeffrey Milem (2009), the 

role of a professor should be centered in his or her interests, passions, and competencies, 

production needs to be an effect of fulfilling these and not the drive of everyday activity. 

The Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) has begun to address 

the changes needed in higher education so as to circumvent the potentially ingrained agendas of 

practitioners and organizations. In 2005, the AAC&U embarked on the Liberal Education and 

America’s Promise initiative (LEAP) to bring into practice the recommendations from prior 

research. This effort was augmented in 2006 with the advent of the Greater Expectations 

initiative. Greater Expectations began to bring together civic leaders, employers, higher 
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education and the K-12 system to facilitate increased collaboration in implementing past research 

recommendations regarding best practices in preparing students for college (Humphreys, 2009). 

It is still difficult to create the metamorphosis in higher education practice that the 

research supports as needed for continued growth and success. Though the reality of American 

society is that individuals are less tethered to static infrastructure than ever before, higher 

education still generally operates under a 19
th

 century model. Today’s students can use laptop 

computers or cell phones to access movies, podcasts, music and real-time videoconferencing 

without being tethered to a classroom, Their capacity of change is faster than the institutions they 

trust for preparing them to be successful in a rapidly changing world. 

However, there is a massive disconnect between higher education practice, research and 

policy making regarding this freedom of informational access. Universities operate under an 

archaic model. College students are still mostly bound to a classroom, whereas in society they 

are mobile. Universities operate on an analog system, while society operates on a digital system. 

Institutions of higher education present a relatively closed access to information, while students 

in society enjoy relatively open access to information, not having to pay registration fees or await 

an admission decision. University students are information consumers, while in society these 

same students are information creators (Wiley & Hilton III, 2009, p. 3).   

So far, we have discussed some aspects about the relationship between research, practice, 

and policy making in higher education. We also touched on the agenda-driven approach that 

dominates the field of study and several of its key players. In the following section, we will 

highlight the communication that exists among researchers, practitioners, and policy makers.  
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Communication 

We argue that researchers, practitioners, and policy makers are supposed to work towards one 

key goal, students’ success. Consequently, these three areas must make sure that students 

perceive the available educational opportunities as realistic (Implications, 2008). Professors for 

instance, have a very important connection with students. Leslie (2002) poses the question, 

―could institutions serve students better by providing more incentives to faculty who are 

effective teachers, while finding other ways to support research?‖ (p.71). This could be a 

possible solution when trying to improve overall communication within institutions. In fact, it is 

now somewhat used by large universities when teaching fellows teach the classes instead of full 

professors. As a result, many quality professors are pulled to the research side and not the 

teaching side. Considering another important aspect about this dilemma, although professors 

enjoy the money and the status that comes with research, their job satisfaction is not the best. 

Thus, there is a miscommunication between policy and practice that proves that a one-size-fits-

all approach is not the best solution (Leslie, 2002, p. 70).  

The importance of a strong communication between higher education and the 

government cannot be overstated.  Canada provides an example of where lack of communication 

can hinder the performance of both government and higher education. Unfortunately, although 

the Canadian government supports both skill-building and innovation in their natural resources 

industries, they do not bridge the gaps between research and development (Metcalfe & Fenwick, 

2008, p. 223). Both sectors are successful in the economy but do not establish a solid 

cooperation.  

Throughout the literature, the transmission of policy into practice reappears as a major 

challenge (Coffield et al., 2007, p. 736).  However, we concluded that the concept of multi- or 
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trans-professionalism that exists mainly in Northern Europe and Scandinavian countries could be 

applied to overcome the challenge. Trans-professionalism allows for a more holistic approach to 

communication between governments and practitioners (Hulme & Hulme, 2009, p. 154). For 

instance, Peng and Wang (2008) explain that Asian governments are turning toward education 

institutions for more effective leadership when it comes to funding. Higher education institutions 

must stop depending on their governments and raise their own funds through services and 

donations (p. 39). This communication style between governments and higher education should 

be the norm. Higher education could benefit from the need to be creative as opposed to rely only 

on the government funding. In the future and as the economy fluctuates, it would not be a bad 

idea for higher education to reevaluate their dependency on government and attempt to improve 

the communication channel.   

When government education agencies do not heed the warnings of researchers, they not 

only fail to plan, they end up planning to fail. In the late 1990’s, California policymakers were 

presented with several reports warning of a possible catastrophic strain on the higher education 

system due to the children of baby boomers reaching the traditional college-going age. The 

reports urged policymakers to take action to begin planning the state’s strategic response to this 

explosion of demand for post secondary education. Instead, policymakers dismissed the reports 

as rhetoric supporting educators’ agendas. One official questioned the validity of the reports 

because the largest increases in the college-aged population would occur in the African 

American and Hispanic communities. Since these two groups attended college at far lower rates 

than Whites and Asian Americans, the official argued that the strain was unlikely to occur 

(Burdman, 2009, p. 28). 
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The California official’s failure to give credence to the researchers’ warnings was not just 

myopic; it may be considered as indication of an institutional racism that could only be harmful 

to the state’s future. Clearly, the higher education practitioners and researchers could have 

explained to the policymakers the future impact of increasing the degree attainment of African 

Americans and Hispanics, but they obviously had no place at the table of debate regarding the 

state’s higher education system. 

The consequences of not listening to what is communicated by researchers and 

practitioners can be devastating, as evidenced by the recent catastrophic problems experienced 

by California’s once vaunted system of public universities and community colleges. According 

to John Douglass, and educational historian at the University of California at Berkeley, ―The 

result has been a decline in the state’s overall education level. In earlier generations, the Golden 

State was known for its high education levels—only three states have an over-65 population that 

is better educated. But among 25-to-34-year-olds, California is now in the bottom half in 

baccalaureate attainment (Burdman, 2009, p. 30).‖ 

The importance of maintaining an active professional dialogue between researchers, 

practitioners, and policymakers cannot be overstressed. The three institutions act as the three legs 

of a stool. If any one of the legs fails, the stool will be upended with possibly dire consequences.  

Access 

 The issue of equitable access to higher education is an area where proponents of research, 

policy and practice seem to circle the question at hand much like competitors in musical chairs. 

Though all parties agree that access to higher education is important to both individual students 

who wish to improve their lives and to society as a whole, there is not much agreement on how 

to pay for the massification of higher education.  
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European models make attending college free or extremely low cost. However, since the 

government agencies are responsible for paying the cost, they also wield most of the power in 

what goes on in universities (Ward, 2007, p. 11). There is, therefore, a danger of research and 

practice being dominated by the goals of government bureaucrats. 

In countries where the public system is sparse or underfunded, the privatization of higher 

education has been touted as a way to open access to a wider swath of the population. However, 

this proposed solution to access poses some problems which can exacerbate the situation. A case 

in point is the Brazilian system of higher education. 

According to McCowan (2007), ―An anomaly of the Brazilian system is that while 

prestigious institutions at the primary and secondary levels are in the private sector, the situation 

is reversed at HE level (p. 585).‖ The best universities in the Brazilian system are mostly public 

universities. 

Students who gain admission to the public institutions are guaranteed free education for 

as long as they maintain the required minimum grade point average. Access is governed by an 

entrance examination, called the vestibular. Since tuition is free, admission to the public federal 

or state universities is fiercely competitive, there being 8.4 applicants for every spot in the public 

universities (McCowan, 2007, p. 585).  

In order to compete for these coveted spots, the wealthier families send their children to 

excellent private high schools. Additionally, these students usually enroll in expensive 

preparatory courses prior to sitting for the vestibular. This practically ensures that the vast 

majority of those admitted to the federal universities come from the upper socioeconomic class 

of Brazilian society.  
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Private universities are therefore seen as a viable alternative to the limited government 

funding of public universities and the limited space available therein. These, however, are also 

expensive and most students cannot afford to attend (McGowan, 2007, p. 585).  

This ―solution‖ of privatization in higher education ends up causing a circular problem in 

the system. According to McCowan (2007), 

this leads to the great irony of Brazilian higher education: given the highly competitive 

nature of the vestibular, it is very hard to enter a public university and receive a free 

higher education without having previously been to a private school and attended a 

private pre-vestibular course. This has led to many of the new private universities 

emphasizing their own social responsibility in catering for the lower socio-economic 

groups. However, while the introduction of some low-cost courses has enabled access for 

some lower-middle class students, fees for the majority of courses are out of the reach of 

most Brazilians, making the private sector as a whole as elitist as the public sector (p. 

585). 

In the United States, public policy debate currently revolves around the alarming 

increases in tuition that are being passed on to the students.  Though study after study concludes 

that the increase in access for low income students is particularly important for the continued 

development of the American economy, the discussion surrounding affordable tuition is actually 

skewed towards the interests of the middle class, who make up the vast majority of college 

students (Ward, 2007, p. 17).  

Therefore, in practice, students from the lower socioeconomic stratum realize less 

improved access than might be expected, necessitating the taking out of increasingly larger 

student loans. While these loans provide access, the debt burden incurred by students at 
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graduation may serve as a serious disincentive for future students to attend college, as they may 

spend a large portion of their lives working just to pay off their student loans. 

Adrianna Kezar (2009) conducted a study about researchers and practitioner’s 

perspectives on the usefulness of research, the leverage was found to be in how research was 

conducted and presented, sometimes research confirms well known facts and provides empirical 

evidence for practitioners, it may open new perspectives, and is not relevant when there are not 

clear applicability, practitioners tend to look for literature outside the field of higher education 

and are inclined to find it more useful.  Researchers need to have the practitioners’ perspective in 

mind from the very beginning of research design, and not give for granted that most papers 

Discussion 

Within the communication structure of higher education, the work that is expected from 

research, practice, and policy making must be specified and organized. Researchers must 

produce relevant and quality knowledge.  Consequently, as Jessie & Brent (2010) explain, 

―Research results with policy implications, for example, should be translated in ways that 

enhance their reception and cultivate open, bidirectional dialog with policy analysts and 

policymakers‖ (p. 116).  Taking this approach, policy makers must align and establish a coherent 

direction to both researchers and practitioners. In turn, practitioners must execute policy 

accordingly and contribute to the work of researchers in order to create a productive cycle.  

Even though there is tension between the knowledge concerns of researchers and 

policymakers, it can be harnessed and useful by ―identifying the major issues confronting higher 

education during the next 20 years, researching the challenges and generating policy initiatives 

that might successfully address these issues and challenges‖ (Locke, 2009, p.133).  By taking in 
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account the different needs and departure points, nexus can be built and offer meaningfulness to 

research and practice. 

It is worthwhile for policymakers, researchers, and practitioners to consider the value of 

an active listening approach to maintaining a regular free flow of information between each 

other. No one group can completely succeed in their respective endeavors without the 

cooperation of the other two.  It is therefore of paramount importance that each stakeholder 

maintains a conversation with the others and asks pertinent questions so as to encourage a 

regular, meaningful dialogue regarding the present and future challenges facing higher education 

and their possible solutions.  Each stakeholder represents a leg on a stool; all three must do their 

respective jobs for the stool to hold up under duress.  
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